'IRAQ
yet sweep the board; if we hesitate the tide of public opinion
may turn overwhelmingly to the Turks. . . .'1
The High Commissioner had maintained, however, the
strictly official view that the provisional Government had been
established with the aim of providing machinery whereby the
wishes of the people as to the form of the permanent Govern-
ment and the person of the ruler might be freely expressed.
The plan, involving delay, found critics even among the 'Iraqis.
cYou British wish to build the Government of 'Iraq in the
usual solid English fashion/ an 'Iraqi high official, with a
reputation for sagacity and insight, is reported to have said
to Miss Bell at a dinner in the winter of 1920-1. 'You want to
begin with the foundations and then follow with the walls,
the roof and then the decorations. That is not my idea of the
way to build now for 'Iraq.3
'What do you mean?' he was asked.
'Begin with a roof, supported by a few pillars. The roof
will encourage us to continue. Otherwise the slowness of
building may discourage us. Give us a king. He will be our
roof and we will work downwards.'
From the events of the next few months it would seem that
both the British officials in Baghdad, including the High
Commissioner, and H.M. Government came to the same con-
clusion: that the roof could not wait for the walls and that the
head of the permanent State must be installed before convoking
the Assembly. The Assembly came to be considered as a body
which was to ratify the choice by H.M. Government of a ruler
and to approve of the steps which had already been taken by
the provisional Government under British guidance.
Among the members of the Interdepartmental Committee
in London, a Hashimi candidate found the most favour,
although the Naqlb and Saiyid Talib Pasha each had their
supporters. Lord Curzon, although he strongly disapproved
of the action of the 'Iraqi Covenanters in Damascus in March,
lBell, op. at,, p. 585.
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